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A Note for Adults

English is mixed up. Its ingredients come from everywhichwhere. Learning to spell is a life long 
akqweezishen. In other languages you can spell by age five or so. (Aargh!!!) In English, A is for 

aerie, father, gate and apple—nevermind that they are different sounds. Minor detail. How about 
E?: earth, bet, eagle, Peru. Not much better. I?: in, light, lit, sir. Oh well, we love you anyway, dear 
Tongue. So, if you don’t mind, I will tell you exactly what I am referring to in Adam’s Alphabet. 
Briefly. Very. And only where it might not be clear from the text.

Adam’s A: The alphabet, as recited, is missing vowel ‘ah’, as in ‘alms’ or ‘father’. It is an important, 
critical vowel and cannot be overlooked. Therefore, in the story, I have moved from A as in ‘able’ to 
A as in ‘alms’.

Adam’s C: C as in ‘dance’, ‘prance’, ‘lance’, as opposed to C (really a K) in ‘carrot’, or the C (really 
an S) in ‘cent’. The C as in ‘dance’ is, phonetically, a ‘ts’; pressure built up behind the T position of 
the tongue and suddenly released into an S.

Adam’s E: The sound quality of E (ee).
Adam’s I: The sound quality of I (ei).
The understanding behind Adam’s Alphabet is that each letter refers not only to a sound but 

also to an activity or process within nature and a corresponding one in the human being, including 
his soul-spiritual aspect. In turn, each activity or process is only one  facet of a gestalt, a wholeness 
which is, ultimately, a unified, self-determining being. If we name it properly it is the Word. From 
this point of view the Word evolved man and nature coherently and concurrently. What is spread 
out in nature is found in the human being, and the essence of the human being is found in language, 
in the word, nature-ally.
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Adam and Sofia were Twins unalike

Adam and Sofia were twins, born of the same mother and in the same hour. Sofia had wings, 
but Adam didn’t. Adam had dark hair, thick and strong; Sofia had tresses of red-golden hair. 

Adam explored the earth and all that was on it; Sofia loved the wind and the word. They were as 
different as night and day, sun and moon or spring and fall in all their beauty.

Adam and Sofia spent most of their time together. If Adam went exploring, Sofia came along and 
climbed the trees that Adam climbed. And if Sofia wanted to listen to a tale told by the old woman 
under the village tree Adam listened too, and gladly. Sometimes Sofia opened her wings and flew 
in the air. Round and round she flew and Adam chased her until he was out of breath. Then she 
returned and they lay on the green grass laughing. Sometimes Adam found a cave and crawled into 
the depths. When he returned Sofia was waiting, practicing her word craft and beautiful writing. 
They chuckled at Adam’s dirty clothes and dangerous adventures.

The twins lived on a mountain. It was majestic and tall—so tall that the peak was bare rock 
thrusting upwards and the ice and snow never melted in summer. Below the peak grew forests 
of fir, pine and spruce. High meadows lay on the mountain’s flanks and were used for grazing 
cattle and sheep. Brooks tumbled down the  slopes—they rushed past the farms, the people and the 
village where Adam and Sofia lived.

All about the mountain lay a dark green forest as far as the eye could see. Even if Adam climbed 
to the highest rocky peak he could see nothing but a sea of trees. Even if Sofia flew as high as the 
clouds she saw nothing but the trees spread out over the world.

One day their parents had to go away. They left Adam and Sofia and told them never to leave 
the mountain.

“Promise me you won’t leave the mountain,” said their father.
“I promise I won’t leave the mountain,” said Adam.
“With all my heart,” said Sofia, and closed her wings.
“Good,” said their mother. “We won’t be long,” and she kissed their cheeks.
That was the last Adam saw of them.


